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Expertise and Activities
Fields of expertise

Strategy | Leadership | Communication | Negotiations | Russian Business and Culture
Activities
 Board and topmanagement sessions
 Seminars/Trainings
 Corporate programs






Motivational speeches
Tailormade presentations
Personal mentorship
Webinars

 Team building sessions
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About Jeroen Ketting
Founder and owner of:
Lighthouse Management
www.thelighthousegroup.ru
Management services for international
companies doing business in Russia: operational,
commercial, organizational, strategic and
supervisory management

Lighthouse Technologies
www.lht-bulk.ru
Import and distribution of industrial equipment
for handling dry bulk and powders
Ketting Valuetainment
www.ketting.com
Strategy workshops, leadership and
communication seminars, intercultural trainings,
motivational speeches/presentations

Ketting is a ‘walk the talk’ storyteller, who combines 25 years of business
ownership and entrepreneurship with the capacity to use that experience for
the benefit of management teams and individual professionals.

 Dutch business owner and entrepreneur, living
and working in Russia since 1994
 Successful builder of bridges between EU and
Russian businesses
 Strategist and trusted advisor to first line
managers of international companies
 Expert on intercultural communication
 28 years of hands-on EU-Russian business experience including the
establishment of 24 Joint Ventures and 50+ branches for International
companies
 Faculty member and certified trainer of the Schranner Negotiation
Institute in Zurich
 Board member of international companies and NGOs

 Renowned publicist and speaker
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Ketting’s Clients
Medium- to large-sized multinational companies that want to
 Improve KPIs
 Improve innovation, entrepreneurship and leadership
 Increase energy levels and improve team dynamics,
motivation and communication
 Improve negotiation skills

Ketting works with
Russian branches of foreign multinationals, foreign headquarters and
large Russian companies. In particular with:
 Top managers

 First line management teams
 International HQs
 HR departments
 Business owners
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Value Based Philosophy
Value Based Approach
Ketting’s work is based on the Value Based Philosophy; a concept he developed on the
basis of his 28 years of entrepreneurial experience.

Problem solving, creativity, conflict resolution, leadership, communication and
negotiations all have one thing in common. If you face challenges on one level (of
thinking, goal setting, operating, getting clarity, getting results) then you can overcome
these challenges by understanding what the next level is, formulate it, discuss it, test it
and then work towards it.
It is all about identifying the “bigger idea” and then formulating that, communicating
that and working towards that “bigger idea” collectively. The “biggest” ideas are your
values and vision. The Value Based approach helps companies, executives and managers
to root and ground themselves on their personal and professional values on a daily
basis.
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Values

Motivation

Responsibility

Awareness

Vision

Action

Skills and character
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Ketting’s Trademark Methods
Turning Drags into Drivers
Ketting creates awareness and provides
tools to turn drags into drivers

Drags
Conflict
Suspicion
Fear
Silence
Following
Stagnation
Discouragement
Division
Isolation

Drivers
Harmony
Trust
Bravery
Communication
Leading
Growth
Inspiration
Alignment
Inclusion
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Strategic thinking process
Increased strategic perspective and
focus

8-steps of Achievement






Stop
Take a step back
Rise above
Take the big(ger) picture
Understand what is
important to you

Increased capacity to achieve results
on the basis of 8 practical steps
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Leadership, Communication & Strategy
28 years of entrepreneurship in the harsh reality of Russian business in a multitude of sectors has provided Ketting with a deep
understanding of what it takes to achieve success in challenging intercultural business environments. His experience shows that a
balanced combination of strategy, leadership and communication is instrumental in achieving successful business outcomes.

Leadership
Strategy

The ability to motivate, inspire, influence and guide
yourself and others to work towards achieving a
common vision by implementing an agreed strategy.

Creating a high level plan to achieve
one or more objectives in a changing
and uncertain environment - ideally
based on a common vision.

Communication
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The Latin origin of the word “communication” means ‘to
share’. The sharing of information, ideas, concepts,
imaginations and behaviors. Communication is simply the
transfer of information from one place to another. Any task
that requires more than one person can only be successfully
completed with communication.
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Value Based Leadership
About the seminar

Value Based Leadership helps you to

Leadership means taking the initiative in shaping your private and professional lives.
There are many leadership theories and techniques and we are given many examples of
“who we should be”, “who we should be like” and “how we should behave” and “what
we should do” to become better leaders. The truth is that in leadership there is no right
or wrong way; there is only your way. In leadership there is no “who to be” and “what to
do”; there is “who are you” and “why to do” Effective leaders don’t look at others; they
look at themselves.
Value Based Leadership is like a compass that helps you navigate your private and
professional lives. It doesn’t plot one course for the rest of your life. It helps you plot a
course for every individual situation you may find yourself in.









Define your personal and professional values
Become aware of the context of these values
Recognize your skills and character
Formulate a vision
Be motivated
Take responsibility
Take action

The principle of Value Based Leadership is simple. To understand what to do on one level
you take the bigger picture to identify the bigger idea on the next level.

Drags

Fear
Passive
Following
Discouragement
Sightlessness
Leadership

Vision
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Drivers

Bravery
Active
Leading
Inspiration
Vision

Entrepreneurship
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Value Based Communication
About the seminar
Ineffective communication is caused by not having clearly defined and formulated ideas.
“What is not clear in the head, cannot come clear out of the head”. Value Based
Communication helps you to communicate messages that you believe in and that are
based on a “bigger idea”.
The most effective messages are delivered by people who believe in their message. In
order to believe in your message, you need to root your message in your (and your
company’s) values and vision.
Value Based Communication helps you to: organize your thoughts, clarify your vision,
ground you in confidence, energize yourself and your audience and influence your
stakeholders. The principle of Value Based Communication is simple. You are always
confident about what you communicate, because it is in line with your values and vision
on a higher level than the level of what you communicate.

Value Based Communication forces you to continuously ask yourself if what you
communicate:





Is in line with your values and vision
Motivates your audience to act/think
Convinces / influences your audience
Is beneficial to you and supportive of your purpose
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Value Based Communication helps you to










Define your corporate Values and Vision
Clarify the exact purpose for each communication
Organize and formulate your information and ideas
Define the appropriate message for the right audience
Choose the right sender
Find the appropriate medium
Guarantee effective delivery
Have the desired effect
Drags
Conflict
Competition
Isolation
Individualism
Incoherence

Drivers

Harmony
Cooperation
Communication
Team Spirit
Integrity
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Strategy Workshop
About the workshop

The workshop helps you to achieve

The strategy workshop is for management teams that want to define, adapt, update and
improve their strategy. It uncovers, defines and uses the collective expertise, business
knowledge, ideas and experience of the management team.

Approach






The workshop mobilizes

We start with identifying challenges and
goals.
Followed by developing solutions and ideas.
Then we prioritize the solutions and ideas.
After that, the solutions and ideas are
organized into a logical framework that
outlines:

Mission

Objectives

Vision

Results

Goals

Activities

Strategic thinking

Goal setting
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Entrepreneurial thinking
Structured strategic thinking
Bravestorming (Ketting concept
of courageous brainstorming)
Skepticism
Gap analytics
Bridge-building

 A strategy model outlining Mission, Vision,
Goals, Objectives, Results, Activities (allowing
the management team to allocate resources
and set a time planning)
 Increased motivation, communication and
team spirit
 Increased confidence and entrepreneurship
 Clarity on the way forward
“You have to know where you are, where you want
to go and how to get there. You need to keep your
hands on the steering wheel and your foot on the
accelerator (or the brake). You need to stay awake,
pay attention at all times and understand when you
are lost.”

Team spirit
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Strategy Workshop: Applied Methods






Group and team work
Role play
Team building challenges
Assignments
Motivational speeches/presentations
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“What if you owned your company” role play
“Entrepreneurial thesis, antithesis, synthesis” model
“Shark Tank” model
“What your mother thinks you do” model
“Pub quiz” model
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Seminars and Trainings on Russian Business and Culture
About the seminars/trainings

The seminars/trainings will help you to

Foreign managers in Russia face challenges that are particular to Russian culture
and the Russian business environment. Problems arise when foreign managers are
unaware of how Russian culture and the Russian business environment influence
the work floor.
Ketting’s seminars and trainings on Russia create the awareness needed to
understand what makes Russia tick and how one can use the Russian-Western
differences to one’s benefit. All trainings are based on 28 years of managerial and
entrepreneurial experience in Russia.

Decoding











Never assume you know
Stay open – Don’t judge
See from the Russian perspective
Enjoy and appreciate Russia while staying critical
Use your intuition in interpreting what happens
around you

Russian culture
Russian business environment
Russian management practices
Russian negotiation style

“Awareness leads to understanding;
understanding leads to acceptance; and
acceptance allows foreigners to overcome
and use our differences instead of fighting
them.”

Awareness

Intuition
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Intercultural Perspective
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Schranner Negotiation Seminars
About Schranner Negotiation Institute
The Schranner Negotiation Institute is the global leader in supporting difficult
negotiations. The institute trains all managers involved to become professional
negotiators, and implements new strategies within the company.
Ketting is a faculty member and certified negotiator of the organization and provides
seminars, specifically related to Western-Russian negotiations.

Ketting’s seminars at the Schranner Institute
Negotiating with Russians
With Ketting’s help you will unlock the potential of effective communication and
negotiations with your Russian counterparts, as well as learn to understand the
psychology of the “Russian soul”.
Qualified Negotiator
Ketting will optimally prepare you to lead a difficult negotiation. In this course he teaches
you the most important tactics of an operative negotiation, such as how to prepare for a
negotiation professionally, the correct entry into difficult negotiations and the targeted
conclusion.

For more information about Ketting’s seminars at
the Schranner Institute, please go to:
https://www.schranner.com/faculty/details/jeroenketting
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Personal Mentorship
About personal mentorship

Personal mentorship helps you to

For managers that are looking to improve their personal leadership, Ketting offers
unique and individual sessions that combine coaching and mentoring techniques.
During these sessions, the client has the opportunity to achieve personal and
professional growth, by utilizing Ketting’s experience and knowledge and applying it
to his/her own cases.
Ketting helps entrepreneurs identify the "bigger picture", put it into clear words,
communicate it effectively and motivate themselves and their teams to create an
action plan towards it.

 Increase clarity, focus, confidence and energy
 See your situation in a wider perspective
 Define your goals, solutions, priorities and
actions
 Share your reality with an independent person
 Gain from Ketting’s 28 years’ experience

“Do what defines you and let what you do
define you.”

Personal Values

Conscious Leadership
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Direction
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Other Corporate Events
Motivational Presentations

Key-note Speeches

For companies that want to work on more specific problems, Ketting provides
tailor-made presentations. Together with the client, Ketting will develop a
presentation that touches upon these issues.

Ketting provides inspiring and entertaining speeches on countless
conferences and events.

Business Games

Facilitation

Business Games are for companies that want to motivate their teams in an
original way. During these entertaining and interactive sessions, every team
member will be assigned an individual role to solve a real-life business case or
dilemma.

Ketting acts as an
events/gatherings.

excellent facilitator on large management

“Always go that extra mile. Always step into
the unknown. Always step out of your
comfort zone. Because that is where growth
is. That is where finally, the essence of life
and happiness is.”
Teambuilding

Strategic thinking
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Tailor-made solutions
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Publications and Media
Media
•

TV and Videos | Interviews
https://ketting.com/jeroen-ketting-in-the-media/

Publications
•
Co-author of “In de Spiegel”
(ISBN: 9789054293514).
•

Articles
https://ketting.com/articles-by-jeroen-ketting/
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References
“Brilliant performance, professional business attitude, integrity at every stage and "easy work with" approach - these are the overall summary
characteristics that could be outlined following the event. We are happy to recommend Jeroen Ketting and his team to any future client and project”.
- Volkswagen Group Russia LLC

“Jeroen moderated one of the sector sessions during this day on the topic of Telecom, Media and Technology. With his natural presenting and
moderating talents he managed to get and keep a discussion on going between the panel members and at the same time asking the right questions to
trigger the interest and participation of the audience. We want to thank Jeroen for his time and efforts to make a success of the NL-RU Business meet
in general and the TMT sector session in particular”. - ING BANK

“Structured, interesting, based on experience. The material is presented with clear direction to the listener: the presentation is not overloaded and at
the same time informative. I am also grateful for the positiveness and jokes!” - Skolkovo

“Jeroen’s presentation enabled our mixed audience to take a look in the past, analyze the present and get insights and inspiration about the future in
both dimensions: political and economic. As an experienced presenter, Jeroen managed to provide our listeners with profound and actual data, yet
keeping it sharp and entertaining. Forget about being bored. I’m sincerely jealous for those, who are going to encounter Jeroen’s speeches for the first
time”. – Flora Holland

“Jeroen Ketting improved in a very effective and efficient way my knowledge about the Russian culture. During his training, I got a good understanding
of the differences and similarities between the Dutch and Russian culture, so than I can even better interact with my Russian employees”. - VimpelCom

“Jeroen’s performance as a moderator was a pleasure to both speakers and audience. During his session he presented its topic with clearness,
masterfully guided the discussion and led people to asking questions and voicing their opinions on the subject of the discussion. All in all we are happy
we invited Jeroen to led this session and of course we will try to include him in our next events”. - Impressmedia
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Contact
Office Address
Telephone Number

Kholodilniy Pereulok 3, bldg. 1, block 2, office 2202
115191 Moscow, Russia
+7 495 980 09 79

Email Address

jeroen@ketting.com / info@ketting.com

Website

www.ketting.com
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